GOD PUT A RAINBOW IN THE CLOUDS

ONE: After 40 days and nights when it looked like the sun wasn’t going to shine anymore...

ALL: God put a rainbow in the clouds.

ONE: After the forsakeness and dark despair of the crucifixion when it looked like the sun wasn’t going to shine anymore...

ALL: God put a rainbow in the clouds.

ONE: When we feel hopelessly abandoned and life seems so unfair and it looks like sun isn’t going to shine anymore...

ALL: Please, Lord, put a rainbow in our clouds.

ONE: When prayer is answered; our spirits are uplifted by kindheartedness; we experience compassion; or feel at peace, then...

ALL: God puts a rainbow in our clouds

ONE: So prepare yourselves, this day and every day, to be a blessing ...

ALL: So WE may be a rainbow in someone’s clouds.

[based upon the gospel song “God Put a Rainbow in the Clouds” and the words of Maya Angelou]
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